Discover Active Breach Prevention

Comodo Stops What Others Miss
Comodo is the world’s leader of next-generation cybersecurity, with the industry’s most disruptive innovations.

Only Comodo can claim 100% effectiveness in preventing ransomware and zero-day’s from causing harm!

We help customers avoid breaches with groundbreaking isolation technology that neutralizes ransomware, malware and cyber-attacks.

| HEARD OF US? |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| PRIMARY DIFFERENTIATION | INDUSTRY RECOGNITION |
| 100% | 100% |
| 0 | 0 |
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No one can stop zero-day malware from entering your network, but Comodo can prevent it from causing any damage.

Zero infection.
Zero damage.

“...All files were encrypted and could not be restored, except for two PCs running Comodo AEP...”

Andrew Cunningham, CEO Data Central
Ransomware is a Sophisticated Business.

**THE WORLDWIDE CHALLENGE**

- **NEW MALWARE**: 300,000 created daily
- **NEW RANSOMS**: 11 Secs per incident
- **VICTIMS PAID**: $350M in ransoms

*Source*
Current security solutions depend upon detection before they can prevent. Detection efficacy rates are not good enough.

Third-party intelligence services fuel the detection world but remain too slow and inefficient to be relied upon all the time.

Limited cyber training, a high learning curve, and finite number of available experts to address your risk.

99% Detection

Unpredictable

Expertise

You’re Against All Odds
THE CHALLENGE ACCEPTED

One Solution, Uniquely Bundled = Total Effectiveness

A single unified endpoint solution offering exploit prevention, advanced threat hunting, and endpoint management to stop ransomware, avoid breaches, and sustain your business.

STOP RANSOMS IN REAL TIME

100% Protection

Comodo is disrupting the market with our patented approach to stopping breaches and the damage malware and ransomware can cause. Devices remain protected even if they’re infected by an unsecured device.

UNIFIED TECHNOLOGIES FOR

Endpoint Security

Our cloud native platform works in real time to communicate threats between EDR, AEP, MDR, EMM, and MDM to give you enterprise grade protection at affordable fixed rates.

SOC Experts

Our Security Operations Centers and teams of analysts work around the clock globally. These veteran threat hunters do not assess your business size, they simply love eliminating malware attacks and threats.

24HR FULLY MANAGED
ADVANCED ENDPOINT PROTECTION

Auto Containment

Move from Detection to Prevention With Auto Containment™ to isolate infections such as ransomware & unknown threats.

Traditional AV and detection fail to stop threats from executing

- **Unknown Files**
  - Malware requires write access to critical system resources
- **Hard Drive**
  - Ransomware overwrites company data
- **Registry**
  - Malware persists by adding code to registry
- **COM Interface**
  - Malware injects malicious code to good processes

Our Technology Isolates and Disables the Threat at Runtime

- **Unknown Files**
  - Isolation virtualizes your critical system resources
- **Hard Drive**
  - File and File-less attacks are unable to damage or steal data
- **Registry**
  - No persistence ensuring hackers not active in organization
- **COM Interface**
  - Memory protection to prevent injections and memory attacks
Real-time EDR Forensics

Gain full context of an attack to connect the dots on how hackers are attempting to breach your network.
Attack Surface Reduction

Practice cyber hygiene to reduce the attack surface by identifying applications, understanding the vulnerabilities and remediating patches.
SOC Investigation and Remediation

Your vulnerabilities are due to lack of resources, processes, and possibly the technology to maintain all these technologies.

Continuous Monitoring
Security analysts continuously monitor alerts for malicious activities or policy violations that can lead to attempted breaches.

Proactive Threat Hunting
Our proactive nature of threat hunting recognizes that threats can still try to evade in-place security protections.

Managed Response & Reporting
Providing remediation guidance on mitigating the threat, and orchestrating immediate triage and response.
DRAGON PLATFORM

A single unified endpoint solution offering exploit prevention, advanced threat hunting, and endpoint management to stop ransomware, avoid breaches, and sustain your business.

STOP RANSOMS IN REAL TIME

100% Cybersecurity Protection

UNIFIED TECHNOLOGIES FOR

Ultimate Endpoint Security

FULLY MANAGED

Around the Clock SOC Experts
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE PROOF</th>
<th>ENDPOINTS INFECTED</th>
<th>CYBERSECURITY EFFECTIVENESS</th>
<th>RANSOMS PAID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Comodo is the world’s leader of next-generation cybersecurity, with the industry’s most disruptive innovations.

We help customers stop breaches with groundbreaking isolation technology that neutralizes ransomware, malware and cyber-attacks. Our complete cloud-native framework delivers a zero-trust architecture with active breach protection for the most comprehensive defense against zero-day threats. Comodo’s cybersecurity products maximize intelligent sharing between every component of the platform, therefore providing superior security. We are the only company that analyzes and gives a trusted verdict for 100% of files on a network.

Comodo leverages innovation to celebrate and support the cybersecurity community by offering the very first open-source endpoint detection and response (EDR). We believe an open-source model using community-powered collaboration will ensure every organization has access to the industry’s most sophisticated EDR.
**PRODUCT INFO**

**Resources**
Need to review the product? Start with these informative documents.

- [Download Solution Brief](#)
- [Download Datasheet](#)
- [Compare Products](#)

**PRODUCT DEMO**

**Schedule**
Schedule a demo with one of our cybersecurity sales engineers.

- [Schedule a custom demo](#)

**PRODUCT TRIAL**

**Signup**
Get a dedicated Comodo Sales Engineer to guide your account setup quickly.

- [Start Dragon trial for free](#)